
WRITING A THESIS STATEMENT FOR KIDS

A thesis statement is usually one sentence that tells the main point of your piece of writing-research paper, essay, etc.
The thesis statement is then "proven".

When developing your one-sentence thesis statement, it is important for you to be: specific, specific, specific.
Your premise is your story stated in a single line. Students can then explain and discuss their reasoning. How
can you use the semicolon? Parallel form: In a list, be careful that all of the phrases are in the same form.
Evaluate: What is the best horror movie of all time? This is a weak thesis because it merely states an
observation. Try doing the last word before the colon with each phrase. Propose a Solution: Should parents
worry about the violence in horror movies? Evaluation: Does Recycling make a difference? Beginning writers
and struggling writers do need to understand thesis statements. This allows students to practice writing a thesis
statement without having to plan and organize an argument at the same time. Bad: The internet has improved
the lives of many. Bad: All retirees should relocate to Florida. Beginning, middle, and ending in whole
compositions. Refer back to it and ask have you wandered off topic? John Truby, a screenwriting teacher, had
this to say about story premises. What happens to them that causes you to take this stance? The thesis
statement is then "proven" throughout the paper with supporting evidence. Here are two thesis statements:
There are some negative and positive aspects to the Banana Herb Tea Supplement. Generally, your thesis
statement can be the last line of the first paragraph in your research paper or essay. History of: How have
horror movie plots, settings and characters changed over time? Question: How do you write a thesis statement
for a college application essay? How are modern horror movies different than classic films? For example,
saying "European travel is a good way to spend your summer," is not specific enough. Good: The internet
serves as a means of expediently connecting people across the globe, fostering new friendships and an
exchange of ideas that wouldn't have occurred prior to its inception. Second, the phrase negative and positive
aspects is vague. They must have a method for getting to work and finishing their work. The tighter your
focus, the better your paper. Finding Your Point of View A good thesis statement is developed from the point
of view of the reader. This is a sentence that includes three reasons to support the thesis. Are thesis statements
really an essential element of good writing? Most students begin by writing thesis statements that are much
too broad and must learn to narrow the focus. In the example above, each phrase starts with the same sort of
word: causes, makes, and leaves. Thesis Statement: Bad vs. In the example about European travel above,
readers might be interested in travel around Europe but will they be interested in solo travel, and greater
independence and confidence? Also, make sure your audience will want to learn these new facts and possibly
embrace these new opinions. Zoos should be banned because animals need to remain in the wild, zoos cannot
provide natural experiences for animals, and animals in zoos get sick and die. Using a Semicolon to Write a
More Complex Sentence Using a semicolon in your thesis statement can help you because: You can write a
more complicated, longer thesis. Students learn that they must be able to write just one good sentenceâ€”then
just one good paragraph. What are the specific detriments of alcohol consumption that you would like to
discuss?


